Ørsted

Hornsea Project One and Two
Community Feedback Analysis
Summary

The following document provides an overview of
some of the community feedback received as the
onshore construction of the Hornsea Two wind farm
project is in its final stages. This document will focus
on areas of the feedback form provided at the

archaeology event, which had previously been
mentioned in the July newsletter and sent directly to
Parish Council’s. Some questions received responses
in the form of multiple choice only, others in written
responses only, and some with both.

How informative have you found our quarterly community newsletters?
Not informative
Somewhat informative
No opinion
Informative
Very informative
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“I enjoy reading the updates as they come in the post it is nice to know all the lorries and vans are part of
a bigger cause, helping us all be greener whilst supporting and constructively restoring and preserving our
history. It would be good to have talks given to local groups too!”
“Very interesting, Good to see how the project is progressing and how it is being built.”

Do you have any additional feedback on how we have engaged during the
onshore construction of Hornsea One and Two?
“If you could do talks in schools as part of their history so enabling young engagement and motivation. Also
talks in residential homes to for the elderly as this helps them feel more included in the wider community.”
To be honest I didn’t realise there was all this engagement around the project, It’s nice to see there is
something for the public to attend / have a place to access all of this information. its great.”
“email updates”

Do you agree that having a Community Liaison Officer has helped the
engagement between residents and Ørsted?
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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“Dereth Morgan has supporting me over 5 years now and sad that the work is almost over.”
“School trip organisation and support was excellent for the archaeology event”
“CLO first class”

How informative have you found our onshore cable information events held for
Hornsea One and Two prior to construction?
Not informative
Somewhat informative
No opinion
Informative
Very informative
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“Learnt so much and met some very interesting people who are passionate about their work”

When/if you have raised an issue with the project, have you found our
communication lines to be open (i.e. were you able to reach us without
difficulty) and did you find we were on hand to try and resolve issues as much
as reasonably possible.
Not at all
No opinion
Yes
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Where would you normally go more to learn about the project?

CLO
Newsletters
Social Media
Website
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In addition to the archaeology event, are there any other aspects of the project
that you have a special interest in, and would have liked an event to learn more?
“East Coast Community Fund”
“Protection of Wildlife”
“How the mechanics of wind production is created and used. How wind speeds/waves effect the production
(seasonal variations)”
“More about the turbines and infrastructure”
“Any opportunities for younger people”

